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Teachers

Maria Blanca Bosch Fernandez

Prerequisites

Enrolled in the second year, second semester.

Objectives and Contextualisation

The optional subject of Tax Law is part of the set of disciplines that aim to provide the
student of the administrative and tax legal bases necessary to obtain a complete vision of the
business and economic activity.
The objectives of the subject are two. On the one hand, provide the student with the adequate knowledge to
understand
the basic concepts that surround the legal institute of tax. On the other hand, make known the main elements
of the administrative procedures for the application of taxes and review of administrative-tax acts, that is,
knowing the position of the taxpayer before the Public Treasury.

Competences

Business Administration and Management
Adapt professional activity and company management to the prevailing legislation.
Capacity for independent learning in the future, gaining more profound knowledge of previous areas or
learning new topics.
Capacity for oral and written communication in Catalan, Spanish and English, which enables synthesis
and oral and written presentation of the work carried out.
Demonstrate initiative and work individually when the situation requires it.
Manage conflicts of interest and in particular conflicts involving proposals for the fair distribution of value
generated.

Organise the work in terms of good time management, organisation and planning.
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Organise the work in terms of good time management, organisation and planning.
Select and generate the information necessary for each problem, analyse it and take decisions based
on that information.
Work well in a team, being able to argue proposals and validate or reject the arguments of others in a
reasoned manner.

Economics
Adapt professional activity and company management to the prevailing legislation.
Capacity for independent learning in the future, gaining more profound knowledge of previous areas or
learning new topics.
Demonstrate initiative and work individually when the situation requires it.
Manage conflicts of interest and in particular conflicts involving proposals for the fair distribution of value
generated.
Organise the work in terms of good time management, organisation and planning.
Select and generate the information necessary for each problem, analyse it and take decisions based
on that information.
Work well in a team, being able to argue proposals and validate or reject the arguments of others in a
reasoned manner.

Learning Outcomes

A capacity of oral and written communication in Catalan, Spanish and English, which allows them to
summarise and present the work conducted both orally and in writing.
Analyse the process of the distribution of profits resulting from commercial and tax legislation.
Apply the law to work-related or commercial conflicts.
Capacity to continue future learning independently, acquiring further knowledge and exploring new
areas of knowledge.
Demonstrate initiative and work independently when required.
Organise work, in terms of good time management and organisation and planning.
Select and generate the information needed for each problem, analyse it and make decisions based on
this information.
Use the commercial, tax and labour law that is currently in force in Spain.
Work as part of a team and be able to argue own proposals and validate or refuse the arguments of
others in a reasonable manner.

Content

During the course the following lessons will be developed
I.- The management and settlement of taxes.
I.1.- Phases of tax procedures
I.2.- The tax settlement
I.3.- Deadlines, proof and notification acts.
I.4.- Management procedures: declaration and verification.
II.- Tax inspection.
II.1.- Documentation of inspections: the acts.
II.2.- Phases of the procedure: start, development and resolution.
III.- The collection of taxes.
III.1.- Voluntary period and executive period.
III.2.- Collection enforcement procedure
IV.- Revision of administrative-tax acts.
IV.1.- Administrative appeal
IV.2.- Economic-administrative claims
V.- Infringements and sanctions in the tax area.
V.1.- Principles of the sanctioning power in the tax area.
V.2.- Infringements and tax sanctions.
V.3.- Sanctioning procedure.
The content of each lesson will be specified by the teacher at the beginning of the course.
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Methodology

The teaching methodology is based on students work with the main goal of getting needed competences for
understanding and applying the law which is studied. Teachers are going to hold students in this task and is
going to provide necessary tools as well in order to get competences with success. The development of the
subject and the students formation is based in the next kind of activities:
1.- Lead activities:
Theoretical classes: Teachers are going to explain the essential and basic principles for understanding the
legal and jurisprudential frame.
Practical classes: Teachers and students solve the tax basic problems with the completion of practical cases.
The comprehension and critical application of the law and jurisprudence related with the topics taught in
theoretical classes is the base of this task. These activities may be a plurality of actions as such activities of
debate on the thematic given based on the reality and group work in classroom on recommended materials
2.- Supervised activities:
Tutorials
3.- Autonomous activities:
The students must organize their time and effort autonomously, both individually as in groups. It involves
activities such as search of appropriate literature and jurisprudence for the resolution of practical cases,
exercises proposed by teachers, study activity by overcoming the evaluation tasks and consultations in tutorial
to the teachers.

Annotation: Within the schedule set by the centre or degree programme, 15 minutes of one class will be
reserved for students to evaluate their lecturers and their courses or modules through questionnaires.

Activities

Title Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Type: Directed

Practical classes 17 0.68 3, 6, 7

Theoretical classes 32.5 1.3 1, 8

Type: Supervised

Tutorials 5.5 0.22 4, 5, 6, 7

Type: Autonomous

Study, essays i seeking of documentation and bibliography 95 3.8 1, 5

Assessment

The students will pass the subject if they carry out this assessment exercises:
1st: exam, value of 2'5 points
2nd: practical cases, value of 2'5 points
3rd: summary examination, value of 5 points
It will get the final mark adding the points got but this requires two conditions: first, it is necessary to make each
assessment and to get 2'5 point minimum in the last one. Otherwise, the subject will not be overcome and it
will be necessary to make a recovery examination about all lessons. The student will be able to get 5 points
maximum with this last test.

Calendar of evaluation activities
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The dates of the evaluation activities (midterm exams, exercises in the classroom, assignments, ...) will be
announced well in advance during the semester.

The date of the final exam is scheduled in the assessment calendar of the Faculty.

"The dates of evaluation activities cannot be modified, unless there is an exceptional and duly justified reason
why an evaluation activity cannot be carried out. In this case, the degree coordinator will contact both the
teaching staff and the affected student, and a new date will be scheduled within the same academic period to
make up for the missed evaluation activity." Section 1 of Article 115. Calendar of evaluation activities
(Academic Regulations UAB). Students of the Faculty of Economics and Business, who in accordance with the
previous paragraph need to change an evaluation activity date must process the request by filling out an
Application for exams' reschedule
https://eformularis.uab.cat/group/deganat_feie/application-for-exams-reschedule

Grade revision process

After all grading activities have ended, students will be informed of the date and way in which the course
grades will be published. Students will be also be informed of the procedure, place, date and time of grade
revision following University regulations.

Retake Process

"To be eligible to participate in the retake process, it is required for students to have been previously been
evaluated for at least two thirds of the total evaluation activities of the subject." Section 3 of Article 112 ter. The
recovery (UAB Academic Regulations). Additionally, it is required that the student to have achieved an average
grade of the subject between 3.5 and 4.9.

The date of the retake exam will be posted in the calendar of evaluation activities of the Faculty. Students who
take this exam and pass, will get a grade of 5 for the subject. If the student does not pass the retake, the grade
will remain unchanged, and hence, student will fail the course.

Irregularities in evaluation activities

In spite of other disciplinary measures deemed appropriate, and in accordance with current academic
regulations, "in the case that the student makes any irregularity that could lead to a significant variation in the
grade of an evaluation activity, it will be graded with a 0, regardless of the disciplinary process that can be
instructed. In case of various irregularities occur in the evaluation of the same subject, the final grade of this
subject will be 0". Section 10 of Article 116. Results of the evaluation. (UAB Academic Regulations).

Assessment Activities

Title Weighting Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Exam 2.5 points 0 0 2, 7, 8

Solving of practice cases 2.5 points 0 0 2, 3, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 8

Summary examination 5 points 0 0 2, 3, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 8

Bibliography

Taxation Handbook to be specified with the students based on the editions.

Ebooks
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Ebooks

CALVO ORTEGA, Rafael y CALVO VERGEZ, Juan: Curso de Derecho Financiero. Derecho tributario. Parte
. Ed. Civitas/Thomson Reuters, general y parte especial. Derecho Presupuestario

https://proview-thomsonreuters-com.are.uab.cat/title.html?redirect=true&titleKey=aranz%2Fmonografias%2F230784783%2Fv24.4&titleStage=F&titleAcct=i0adc41900000016ea7f36fac72f31b8a#sl=p&eid=b30e2e2ff8a63b1dcdbe467a0fa9a10a&eat=%5Bereid%3D%22b30e2e2ff8a63b1dcdbe467a0fa9a10a%22%5D&pg=1&psl=&nvgS=false

CAZORLA PRIETO, Luis María: . Ed. Civitas/Thomson Reuters, Derecho financiero y tributario. Parte General
https://proview-thomsonreuters-com.are.uab.cat/title.html?redirect=true&titleKey=aranz%2Fmonografias%2F106616179%2Fv20.3&titleStage=F&titleAcct=i0adc41900000016ea7f36fac72f31b8a#sl=0&eid=75012e66c24a80277d48306743ab8126&eat=%5Bereid%3D%2275012e66c24a80277d48306743ab8126%22%5D&pg=1&psl=p&nvgS=false

MENÉNDEZ MORENO, Alejandro: , Ed.Derecho financiero y tributario. Parte General. Lecciones de Cátedra
Civitas/Thomson Reuters, 
https://proview-thomsonreuters-com.are.uab.cat/title.html?redirect=true&titleKey=aranz%2Fmonografias%2F126950843%2Fv21.2&titleStage=F&titleAcct=i0adc41900000016ea7f36fac72f31b8a#sl=0&eid=7eba9aa735a153ae2d1960262cfb8248&eat=%5Bereid%3D%227eba9aa735a153ae2d1960262cfb8248%22%5D&pg=1&psl=p&nvgS=false

PÉREZ ROYO, Fernando y CARRASCO GONZÁLEZ, Francisco M.:  Ed.Derecho financiero y tributario,
Civitas/Thomson Reuters, 
https://proview-thomsonreuters-com.are.uab.cat/title.html?redirect=true&titleKey=aranz%2Fmonografias%2F105325997%2Fv30.4&titleStage=F&titleAcct=i0adc41900000016ea7f36fac72f31b8a#sl=0&eid=1ea8a9daa5d7010d21e84dcd310f0588&eat=%5Bereid%3D%221ea8a9daa5d7010d21e84dcd310f0588%22%5D&pg=1&psl=p&nvgS=false

Guide to the program provided by the teacher.

Links:

https://www.agenciatributaria.es/

https://atc.gencat.cat/ca/inici

Software

The subject does not require any specific software.
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https://proview-thomsonreuters-com.are.uab.cat/title.html?redirect=true&titleKey=aranz%2Fmonografias%2F106616179%2Fv20.3&titleStage=F&titleAcct=i0adc41900000016ea7f36fac72f31b8a#sl=0&eid=75012e66c24a80277d48306743ab8126&eat=%5Bereid%3D%2275012e66c24a80277d48306743ab8126%22%5D&pg=1&psl=p&nvgS=false
https://proview-thomsonreuters-com.are.uab.cat/title.html?redirect=true&titleKey=aranz%2Fmonografias%2F126950843%2Fv21.2&titleStage=F&titleAcct=i0adc41900000016ea7f36fac72f31b8a#sl=0&eid=7eba9aa735a153ae2d1960262cfb8248&eat=%5Bereid%3D%227eba9aa735a153ae2d1960262cfb8248%22%5D&pg=1&psl=p&nvgS=false
https://proview-thomsonreuters-com.are.uab.cat/title.html?redirect=true&titleKey=aranz%2Fmonografias%2F105325997%2Fv30.4&titleStage=F&titleAcct=i0adc41900000016ea7f36fac72f31b8a#sl=0&eid=1ea8a9daa5d7010d21e84dcd310f0588&eat=%5Bereid%3D%221ea8a9daa5d7010d21e84dcd310f0588%22%5D&pg=1&psl=p&nvgS=false

